




Pacifi c Gate is a skyscraper that refl ects 

the evolution in the skyline that it graces. 

San Diego has a well-deserved reputation 

as America’s fi nest city and provides a 

lifestyle of which few places can boast. 

This iconic tower, by one of the world’s 

leading architectural practices, is 

symbolic of how Downtown San Diego 

has become one of the world’s most 

livable places, a place that has attracted 

a residential off ering that can truly 

claim to be ‘Super Prime’.

Over the past four decades, real estate 

developer Nat Bosa has earned an 

unparalleled reputation for creating 

residences of the very highest quality, 

for seeing the untapped potential in 

neighborhoods, and for his own personal 

integrity. Pacifi c Gate, which sets a new 

standard for luxury living in San Diego, 

is his fi nest achievement to date and is an 

expression of his deep personal aff ection 

for the city.

Marking this new golden era for 

downtown, and set on the magnifi cent 

Pacifi c coastline, Pacifi c Gate is a 

collection of truly world-class residences 

with breathtaking views that represent 

the apogee of sophisticated living in the 

heart of downtown.

AANN ICON IN THEE SSANNN DDIEEGGOOO SSKKYYYLLINNNEE, 
AA LLANDMAARK INN TTHEE CIITYY’SS EEEVVVOOOOLLUUTTIIOOONN.





The internationally-renowned 

architectural practice of Kohn Pedersen 

Fox (KPF) has been responsible for 

some of the world’s most iconic high-

rise buildings, but fi rmly believe that 

great architecture is ultimately about 

a human relationship with the building, 

that buildings must be perceived as both 

livable and beautiful.

In response to the epic waterfront 

views, and the golden Pacific light,

KPF has designed Pacific Gate as a 

double-nested curve with a scrolling 

base. Its silhouette echoes the fluid 

forms of the shoreline and the horizon, 

and the rolling facade maximize views 

and a sense of space and light. 

The idea of fl uidity reaches beyond the 

outer shell to touch the interiors of the 

residences. Floor-to-ceiling window walls 

off er a fan-shaped arc of panoramic views. 

Open fl oor plans capture natural light 

and emphasize a feeling of spaciousness.

This immense depth of design 

consciousness translates directly 

to the experience of every resident. 

Inspiring architecture enriches the 

lives of those select few who choose 

to start and end their day in structures 

that embody visionary thinking and 

outstanding ambitions. 

“THHHE CCCUURRRVVVAAAACCCEEEOOOOOUUUSSS 
NAAATUUURREEE OOOOFFF  TTTTHHHHIISSS 

BBUILLDINNNGGG RRREESSSSPPPPPOOOOONNNNDDDDS 
TO TTHEEE NNNAAATTTUUURRREEE OOOOFF 

SSANNN DDDIEEEGGGOOOOO ––– 
ITT EVVOOKEESS TTHHHEEE WWWWWWAAAATTTEER, 
TTHE MAAARRIINNEE WWWWWOOOOORRRLLLDD, 
WWHAAAT LLLIESSS BBEEEYYYYYOOOONNNDDDD.”

Jamiiee vvoonn KKKleemmmpppeerrreerrr

Preessidentt aanndd d DDeessiiggnn PPPrrriinnnccipppaall 

Kohhnn Peeedderrrsseenn FFFoooxx



The sculptural profi le of Pacifi c Gate 

distinguishes it as a defi ning element 

in the San Diego skyline. It is a signature 

centerpiece, a gateway between the 

historic waterfront and the excitement 

of downtown. The uplifting sweep of its 

crown, shaped by two nesting curves, 

gently pierces the skyline, and touches 

the electric blue San Diego sky.

The landmark qualities of the building 

are experienced from every vantage point 

– sailboats on the ocean, pedestrians on 

the street, and the residents within. 

““THISS WWWWAAAASSS TTTTHHHEE 
PERFFECTT OOOPPPPPOOORRRTTTTUUUUNNNNIITTTYY 

TTO CRREAATTTE AA SSIGGGGNNNNAAAATTTUUURRE 
PIECCCE THHHAAATT CCCOOOOOUUUUULLLDDD BBBEE 
A CCCATAAALLYYYSSTTT FFFOOOORRR AAAANNN  

AALREAAADY BBEAAAAUUUTTTIFFFUUUULLL CCCITTTTY.”

JJinsssukk PPPaarrkk

Diireectttor 

Koohhnn PPeedderrrseennn FFFoooxxx





Opus, Hong Kong – Frank Gehry and Ronald Lu & Partners



The most compelling cities on the 

international stage, called ‘Superstar 

Cities’ by economists, are those where 

beauty, culture, and a uniquely authentic 

lifestyle come together with a thriving 

business sector. This captivating 

collection of cities – including Miami, 

Seattle, Los Angeles, and Vancouver 

– is further distinguished by its Super 

Prime residential real estate. Located in 

prestigious neighborhoods and featuring 

the most breathtaking views as well as 

iconic architecture, exquisite interior 

design, and exceptional amenities, 

Super Prime residences are the ultimate 

trophy properties.

At the edge of the Pacifi c Ocean, blessed 

by year-round perfect weather, and 

enlivened by a growing array of 

destinations for culture and commerce, 

San Diego is set to become one of the 

select global cities where truly luxurious 

living is possible. Like other Super Prime 

properties worldwide, Pacifi c Gate is an 

architectural celebration of a great city. 

Tour Odéon, Monaco – Alexandre Giraldi

One Hyde Park, London – Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners 

SSAAN DIEGGGO IS EEMMEERRGINNGGG AAAASS OOOONNNEE 
OOFF THE WWWORLLDD’S NNEWWWWEESSTTT SSUUUPPEERRSSTTTAR 
CCITTIES, ANND PAACCIFIICC GGGAATTTEE IISSS ITTTSS FIRRRSST 
SSUUPER PRRIME PPRROOPPPEERTTTYY..









Pacifi c Gate is enveloped by an 

exquisite waterfront, which in turn is 

surrounded by a fl ourishing downtown. 

Transformed over the past decades, the 

waterfront continues to prosper with the 

development of new parks, hotels and 

retail spaces. The arrival of Pacifi c Gate 

is the tipping point in the evolution of 

one of the greatest untapped waterfront 

neighborhoods on the California coast. 

A renewed energy for developing the 

downtown waterfront has been met 

by billions of dollars in new investment, 

sparking an infl ux of startups, new 

residents and renewed public spaces. 

For residents, this vitality also translates 

to top-tier dining experiences and wide-

ranging cultural off erings taking root in 

the city’s core. Yet, as part of the revered 

Southern California lifestyle, there 

are countless opportunities for hiking, 

biking, snorkeling, and surfi ng just 

minutes away in every direction.

TTRRANSSSFORRMMMEEDDD OOOOOVVVVVEEERR 
TTHHE PAAAST DDDEECCAAADDDEEESSS,, 
SSAAN DDIEGOOOO’SSS DDDOOOOWWWWWNNNNTTTOOOWWWN 
WWWATERRRFROOONNTT OOOFFFFFEEERRRSSS 
AA MODDDERNNN TTTAAKKKKEE OOOOONNNN 
TTHHE QQUINNTTTEESSSSSEENNNNTTTTIAAAALLL 
SSOOUTHHHERNNN CCCAAAALLIFFFOOOOORRRRNNNIAAAA 
LLIFESTTYYLE.. 



The organic shape of Pacifi c Gate’s tower 

is carried through to the street-level 

entry plaza, where a landscaped circular 

motor court leads to a curved pedestrian 

arcade and the residential lobby. Sleek 

glass windows provide an inviting visual 

connection between public and private 

space, while the soft tones of Jura Beige 

limestone and a terracotta feature wall 

lend warmth.

Stepping into the double-height lobby, 

residents and their guests are welcomed 

by unprecedented, luxurious materiality: 

a space that marries bold contemporary 

gestures with nature-inspired details. 

Light-diff using materials and decorative 

metallic accents are balanced with 

grounded, earthy elements.

Behind the sculptural white marble 

concierge desk, a luminous wall is 

crafted from wavy panels of cast glass. 

The spectacular white terrazzo fl oor 

is fl ecked with black and grey aggregate 

and is inset with overlapping brass 

circles. The brass detail appears again 

in the slender vertical lines of a richly 

toned wood wall. 

Terrazzo is traditionally created by a 

painstaking process overseen by skilled 

artisans. Built in three layers, each 

layer requires careful oversight and 

direction from craftsmen to ensure the 

end result is perfect. Although seemingly 

simple, the abstract patterns have to be 

delicately controlled to appear pleasing 

and uniform. 

This sophisticated, yet genuinely 

comfortable aesthetic, created by KPF, 

is carried through to the residences by 

acclaimed interior design fi rm Hirsch 

Bedner Associates (HBA).







The incredible level of service residents 

will experience at Pacifi c Gate would 

usually be reserved for a luxury hotel. 

Indeed, internationally acclaimed 

interior design fi rm HBA draw on 

their experience with the world’s most 

luxurious hospitality brands, including 

Four Seasons and Mandarin Oriental, 

in their design for Pacifi c Gate’s amenity 

spaces. A perfect collaborator for 

KPF, HBA was named the “Number 1 

Hospitality Design Firm” by Interior 

Design and honored in 2014 by the 

Gold Key Awards, Hospitality Design 

Awards, International Hotel Awards, 

Society of British Interior Design 

Awards and the European Hotel 

Design Awards.

Pacifi c Gate’s outdoor terrace off ers 

poolside cabanas and chaise lounges, 

a double-height residents’ lounge, and a 

full kitchen, creates an ideal setting for 

gatherings with friends and neighbors. 

Complemented by a screening theater, 

state-of-the-art fi tness center, and fully 

equipped business center, Pacifi c Gate 

off ers a complete sphere of tastefully 

designed amenities. 

In addition to the many beautiful amenity 

spaces, residents will enjoy white glove 

services delivered with a personal touch, 

to enhance enjoyment of everyday living. 

A dedicated chef concierge is available to 

meet your every need. From organizing 

outstanding private dinners, to unlocking 

access to the best experiences in the city, 

every request both large and small is 

met with extreme professionalism and 

courtesy. By the same token, a porter 

ensures every experience of arrival and 

departure is easy, enjoyable and seamless. 

Residents also have access to a private 

boat, enabling eff ortless access to the 

ocean, alongside a luxury fl eet of cars 

available exclusively to residents for 

outings in the city and beyond. 

FROOM A BBOOAT SSHHAARRE,, TTTOO AAA DDDEEEDDIICCAAATTEEDDD 
FLEEET OF LLUXURRYY CAARRSSS, PAAACCCIFFFICCC GGAAATTEE 
OOFFFERS THHE COONNVVEENNIEEENNCCCEESS OOOOFF AA LUUXXURY 
RRESSORT AATT RESIDDEENNTTSS’ FINNNGGGEERRTTIIPPSS.. 



Residence 01

Approx. 1,770 sq ft

2 bedrooms and den

2.5 bathrooms

Residence 02

Approx. 1,806 sq ft

2 bedrooms 

2.5 bathrooms

Residence 03

Approx. 1,276 sq ft

2 bedrooms 

2 bathrooms

BBAASEDD OONN LLEEEEVVVVEEEELLSSSS 66---32



Residence 05

Approx. 1,602 sq ft

2 bedrooms 

2 bathrooms

Residence 04

Approx. 1,556 sq ft

2 bedrooms

2 bathrooms

Residence 06

Approx. 1,390 sq ft

2 bedrooms 

2 bathrooms

N



Designed by HBA, Pacifi c Gate’s 

residences are inspired by the iconic 

Southern California landscape. Soft color 

palettes, sensuous textures, and rich 

natural materials evoke the eff ervescent 

sensations of sun, sea, and sand. Each 

element is meticulously chosen to create 

a harmony of color, texture and form, 

alongside a seamless integration with 

each residence’s features and technology. 

Flowing interiors with fl oor-to-ceiling 

windows and elegant hardwood fl ooring 

off er airy open-plan living and dining 

spaces. Chef-caliber kitchens featuring 

custom-designed cabinetry by HBA, are 

equipped with Wolf, Sub-Zero, and Miele 

appliances, and an undermount sink with 

a Graff  chrome faucet as well as a separate 

brushed nickel fi ltered water faucet to 

promote healthy living. 

Balcony

Creating fi ne fi xtures since 1922, 

Graff  has built its reputation as an 

interpreter and protagonist of modern 

lifestyle, bringing creativity and 

inspiration into the fi nest homes in 

the world. Representing the pinnacle 

of quality, over 1,000 artisans create 

each fi xture completely in-house to 

exacting standards.

Spacious master bathrooms with polished 

marble fl oors and polished stone mosaic 

walls feature an invigorating chrome Graff  

immersion shower system off ering rain 

and hand showers. The modernist-style 

dual vanity has an immaculate honed 

Caff e Bruno stone slab vanity countertop.

Complementing exquisite interiors is 

a suite of technology designed to marry 

the best of form and function. 

EEXXQUISITTEE CRAAFFTTSMMANNNSHHHIPP  AANNNDD  
TTHHE FINESST MAATTEERIAALSSS LEEENNNDDDD AAA QQQUUAALITY 
OOFF TIMELLEESS SOOOPPHIISSTIICCAAATTTIIOOOOONN TTOOO 
PPACCIFIC GGAATE’S LLIGHHHTT-FIILLLEEEDDDD RREEESSIDDENNNCES.



Dining Room

Kitchen

Living
Room

Master
Bedroom

Walk-in
Closet

DW

W/D

Powder
Room

Bathroom

Bathroom

Bedroom 2 Foyer

Den

Residence 01

Approx. 1,770 sq ft

2 bedrooms and den

2.5 bathrooms



World Housing is a non-profi t organization 

that gifts homes to families living in slums 

around the world. Through partnerships 

within the real estate community, World 

Housing builds thriving communities and 

creates lasting social change for families 

living in poverty.

Each purchase of a new residence at 

Pacifi c Gate triggers a contribution by 

Bosa Development to World Housing. 

These contributions will result in the 

building of a 64-home community in the 

Philippines that will house more than 

300 people currently living in slums in 

metro Manila. While Bosa Development 

may take the fi rst step to make the 

community possible, it is the homebuyer’s 

purchase that ultimately makes the 

gifting of a World Housing home a reality.

CCOONNECTTIING THHEE WWWOORRRLDD TTOOO BBEE AA BBEETTTTTER 
CCOOMMUNNIITY. A PPUURCCCHHAAASSE AAATTT PPAACCCIIFFIICC GGGAATE 
WWILL BUILDD A COOMMMMUUNITTYY INNN MMMAAANNILAAA FFOR 
FAAMMILIES LLIIVING IINN SSLUUMMMSS.
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